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Comprehensive student-friendly resources designed for teaching Cambridge
International AS and A Level English Language (syllabus 9093 for first
examination in 2015). The core aim of this Coursebook is to help students to
develop and apply the key skills they need to achieve in AS and A Level English
Language. They will build the skills needed for assessment through frequent
activities. Divided into two distinct parts for AS and A Level studies, the book
covers a wide range of reading skills, such as understanding aspects of style,
voice and tone. It also addresses the conventions of key kinds of writing and
spoken language, from scripted speeches to travel articles, and looks at how they
can capture these conventions in their own work.
This flexible course brings together all the tools and technology you expect to get
the results you need. Whether teaching general English or focusing on exams,
Prepare! leaves you and your students genuinely ready for what comes next: real
Cambridge English exams, or real life. The Level 7 Student's Book engages
students and builds vocabulary range with motivating, age-appropriate topics. Its
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unique approach is driven by cutting-edge language research from English
Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. 'Prepare to...' sections develop
writing and speaking skills. A Student's Book and Online Workbook is also
available, separately.
Cambridge English Skills Real Writing 1 without answersCambridge University
Press
Introduce your learners to creative writing and writing for a purpose. They'll write
a play scene and an article about a cultural festival, helping build their extended
writing skills as they progress through the units. Each unit focuses on a different
text type such as dialogue, recounts, reports or instructions. Model texts in each
chapter show learners good examples of each writing type and specific activities
help them practise grammar typical of the genre. Learners work individually and
collaboratively, developing skills such as creative thinking, planning, drafting,
peer evaluation and editing.
A four-level skills series for adults and young adults. Learners can develop the
skills they need to write English confidently wherever they are - at home, at work,
travelling, studying or just in social situations with English-speaking friends. This
edition comes with answers and audio CD.
Fourth edition of the best-selling Cambridge English: First (FCE) course, updated to
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prepare for the 2015 revised exam. Now with specific help for Spanish-speaking
learners! The Student's Book with answers contains fresh, updated texts and artwork
that provide solid language development, lively class discussion and training in exam
skills. The Cambridge English Corpus has been used to highlight common learner
errors, while vocabulary sections are informed by the English Vocabulary Profile. There
are new Speaking, 'Get it right!', and Pronunciation folders for Spanish-speaking
learners. The Student's Book also comes with the '100 Writing Tips at Cambridge
English: First' booklet, which has been revised for this edition and provides tips for
Spanish speakers. Class Audio CDs are sold separately. Student's Book without
answers also available.
Students are led step-by-step to a definite written outcome through a range of
motivating activities such as role plays, discussions, games and text analysis. Each
activity provides a meaningful context for real-world writing tasks such as writing emails, reports, letters, CVs and diaries. The book encourages students to look at the
process of writing, thus developing their awareness of structure, content and their target
audience.
New Cambridge Advanced English places a strong emphasis on vocabulary,
collocation and idiom. It includes CAE exam-style exercises but is suitable both for
exam and non-exam candidates. This is a third edition, differing from the second edition
by only one minor change in a reading passage.
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A three-level (B1+ to C1) integrated skills course for higher education students at
university or on foundation courses. The C1 Advanced Student's Book consolidates
academic study skills. Students' analytical skills are challenged with an increased range
of authentic written and spoken academic texts. From essay organisation, taking notes,
group discussion to writing references and paraphrasing texts, the students are
presented with a wealth of practice opportunities to enhance all academic skills at this
level. The course further develops independent learning skills and critical thinking
through 'Study tips' sections and allows for personalisation of learning in the 'Focus on
your subject' sections. Lecture and seminar skills units provide authentic practice in
listening to lectures and participating in seminars.
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course content
from Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the experts at
Cambridge English Language Assessment. The Upper Intermediate Student's Book
gives learners an immediate sense of purpose and clear learning objectives. It provides
core grammar and vocabulary input alongside a mix of skills. Speaking lessons offer a
unique combination of functional language, pronunciation and conversation skills,
alongside video filmed in the real world. Each unit ends with a consolidation of core
language from the unit and focuses on writing within the context of a highly
communicative mixed-skills lesson. This version of the Student's Book does not provide
access to the video, assessment package and online workbook. A version with full
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online access is available separately.
Provides exercises and instruction for writings skills, including creating unity in
paragraphs, analyzing an essay, and using sources.
Develop your learners' skills in creative writing and writing for a purpose. Introduce your
learners to creative writing and writing for a purpose. They'll write a haiku about the
moon and a recipe for panna cotta, helping build their extended writing skills as they
progress through the units. Each unit focuses on a different text type such as dialogue,
recounts, reports or instructions. Model texts in each chapter show learners good
examples of each writing type and specific activities are included to help them practise
their grammar. Planning tools and an extended writing task develop learners' essential
skills including editing, checking, planning and creative thinking.
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course content
from Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the experts at
Cambridge English Language Assessment. The Elementary Teacher's Book offers
detailed teaching notes for every lesson of the Student's Book. It also includes extra
photocopiable activities, keys to exercises and extra teaching notes.
A four-level skills series for adults and young adults. Learners can develop the skills
they need to read English confidently wherever they are - at home, at work, travelling,
studying or just in social situations with English-speaking friends. This edition comes
with answers.
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The Success International series offers a practical approach to language learning and
support. Success International English Skills for Cambridge IGCSE® Teacher's Book
offers teachers tips and advice for preparation for the Cambridge IGCSE® in English as
a Second Language. The series has been fully updated in line with the revised syllabus
updates, including a new text design, making the course appealing and exciting. The
series provides stimulating topics, international perspectives and relevant examples to
encourage students to explore and improve their use of English. Answers to both the
Student's Book and the Workbook are available in the Teacher's Book. Audio CD for
listening activities included in Teacher's Book.

Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course
content from Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the
experts at Cambridge English Language Assessment. The Intermediate
Student's Book gives learners an immediate sense of purpose and clear learning
objectives. It provides core grammar and vocabulary input alongside a mix of
skills. Speaking lessons offer a unique combination of functional language,
pronunciation and conversation skills, alongside video filmed in the real world.
Each unit ends with a consolidation of core language from the unit and focuses
on writing within the context of a highly communicative mixed-skills lesson. This
version of the Student's Book does not provide access to the video, assessment
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package and online workbook. A version with full access is available separately.
Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course
content from Cambridge University Press with validated assessment from the
experts at Cambridge English Language Assessment. The Starter Student's
Book gives learners an immediate sense of purpose and clear learning
objectives. It provides core grammar and vocabulary input alongside a mix of
skills. Speaking lessons offer a unique combination of functional language,
pronunciation and conversation skills, alongside video filmed in the real world.
Each unit ends with a consolidation of core language from the unit and focuses
on writing within the context of a highly communicative mixed-skills lesson. This
version of the Student's Book does not provide access to the video, assessment
package and online workbook. A version with full access is available separately.
A practice book for achieving writing skills in American English in such areas as
letters, stories, reports, articles, instructions, business letters, memos, and
opinion essays.
Have you studied long and hard, but still feel unprepared for everyday life in an
English-speaking world? Then Real Writing could be just what you need. You can
develop the skills you need to write confidently in any situation - whether you're
completing a form or sending an email. Activities based around the themes of
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Social and Travel and Work and Study cover a whole range of everyday
situations and really help you to feel sure of the English you're using in your daily
life. * Feel more confident writing in English A range of tasks based on real-life
situations and texts will give you the confidence to tackle any situation. * Develop
strategies for dealing with different types of writing Learning tips throughout the
book will help you develop the writing skills that you need. * Monitor your
progress A unit-by-unit checklist, based on the ALTE Can-do statements, lets you
see what you have achieved - and feel proud of it! This book also gives you: *
cultural notes, helping you to put what you have learned into context * the chance
to take your learning off the page and into your daily life, through extra 'real world'
practice tasks * bonus tasks suitable for pair and group work, giving you even
more opportunities to get it right!
Cambridge Skills for Fluency is a learner-centred range of materials designed
specifically to develop students' fluency and confidence in listening, speaking,
reading and writing. The books are at four levels from pre-intermediate through to
advanced and are suitable for use as supplementary texts or as core texts on
skills development courses. Each book in the Cambridge Skills for Fluency
series: " promotes fluency by presenting a wide variety of both old and new topics
in creative and imaginative ways " genuinely engages students' interest and
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encourages them to share personal reactions and opinions fluently " focuses on a
particular skill but the other skills are integrated in a way that reflects real life use
of language" contains twenty units designed to take about an hour of class time,
a detailed contents map and brief teaching notes.
A four-level skills series for adults and young adults. Learners can develop the skills
they need to write English confidently wherever they are - at home, at work, travelling,
studying or just in social situations with English-speaking friends. This edition comes
without answers.
Writing Matters is designed to develop students' writing ability and give them the
confidence to use this ability in everyday life. Through extensive use of real-life
examples it provides useful models for students and teachers to work from and discuss
in the classroom. It emphasises that writing is a process and also that the demands of
writing vary depending on the reader, the purpose, the content and the writing situation.
Accordingly, the book is divided into two parts. Part 1 deals with basic procedures such
as preparing, drafting and revising texts and also offers help in the often difficult areas
of spelling and punctuation. Part 2 focuses on writing contexts ranging from the
functional (letters of application, postcards, advertisements) to more creative, personal
writing. The units in this part give practice in all these different types of writing. This
book - guides students progressively towards proficient and effective writing - uses
lively, authentic material as models - is relevant to students' real-life needs and
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interests - can be used flexibly as a course or as supplementary material. Written by
experienced teachers specialising in writing skills development, Writing Matters can
also be used by adult speakers of English as a first language and secondary school
students.
This flexible course brings together all the tools and technology you expect to get the
results you need. Whether teaching general English or focusing on exams, Prepare!
leaves you and your students genuinely ready for what comes next: real Cambridge
English exams, or real life. The Level 3 Student's Book engages students and builds
vocabulary range with motivating, age-appropriate topics. Its unique approach is driven
by cutting-edge language research from English Profile and the Cambridge Learner
Corpus. 'Prepare to...' sections develop writing and speaking skills. A Student's Book
and Online Workbook is also available, separately.
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